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Policy brief:

Art-science learning
How can art-science learning be used to enhance
environmental knowledge transfer?
This policy brief is particularly relevant for environmental and sustainability policy-makers, managers and
communication professionals at all levels; art-managers particularly those working in the public-realm;
and educators, particularly those working in environmental, science or arts education.

Background

Benefits

With the mounting environmental crisis, it is more important than ever
to focus on holistic and robust approaches to environmental behaviour
change. Art is a powerful framework for enacting change and transferring
ecological knowledge to audiences. While often underutilised, initiatives
that successfully combine art and science have many benefits: they can
help bridge research, connect people to nature and facilitate a wide sense
of stewardship over our environmental future.

Foster environmental connection and stewardship

This policy brief outlines how art-science initiatives can empower
audience-citizens, generating sustained environmental behaviour change.
The benefits of an arts-science approach are highlighted in a case study
of The Living Pavilion – a transdisciplinary “living laboratory” held over 17
days, which brought together Indigenous knowledge, ecological science,
sustainable design and participatory arts.

To achieve action on climate change, we need to break down the
anthropocentric divide between humans and nature, which often creates
a lack of care or capacity for environmental issues1. Art is a powerful
way to demonstrate and explore the interrelations between people and
nature, hence helping to instil a sense of empathy and stewardship for
the environment2. By emphasising this intrinsic connection, art helps to
humanise the reality of our ecological condition and future3, and remedy
the common belief held by many individuals that they are separate from
the issue4. Affecting behaviour change in citizens is a significant task, and
not one that scientific research and reasoning can, or has been able to do
alone. But by acting as a bridge between scientific reasoning and practical
action, arts-science initiatives can subvert the feeling of disconnection
between people and nature and effectively engage and mobilize citizens.

Communicate, educate and mobilise
Arts-science initiatives can be highly effective at educating and inspiring
audiences5, as art can communicate scientific information in a way
that is more digestible, engaging and emotive than many other, more
traditional forms of science communication6. Research has often shown
that environmental art facilitates a rich learning experience7, helping
create a visceral understanding of, and connection to the subject matter.
Arts-science initiatives are therefore a powerful, supplementary model for
(ecological) knowledge transfer. Examples include music8, ‘eco-art’ and
craft9, provocation, entertainment, place-making10, hands-on practical
learning and participatory community arts festivals.
Art-science initiatives can also equip audiences with practical information
and skills, providing the opportunity for audiences to share communal
learning and action with their wider networks11. Art that encourages
discussion, reflection and (communal) problem solving are particularly
effective instruments for behaviour change12.

Longer term behaviour change can occur indirectly via initiatives which
inspire critical or aspirational thinking in audiences and their broader
communities2,13. ‘Social movement learning’ refers to formal and informal
learning (and often by extension, behaviour change) that occurs both
within social movements (predominantly amongst those closely involved
in it), and from social movements (often involving those that are outside,
but reached by the movement)14. By functioning as a platform to connect,
communicate, and mobilize people on issues of sustainability and
environmental stewardship15, art is a powerful educational tool in socialmovement learning.
Engage Cultural Norms
Art-science learning helps highlight and communicate ecological
knowledge and shift our socialised understanding of environmental
issues. Given that much of our understanding and beliefs around climate
change are socialised16, holistic policy and approaches to sustainability
need to consider the matter not just from a scientific or financial
perspective, but also as a cultural issue. Art has the power to shape
cultural factors and differences in the ways we define our relationship
with nature. For instance, Western culture commonly emphasises the
individual in relation to others and to nature, while in Indigenous culture,
nature and connection to country has a more central, embedded role in
individual and community life17. Through the cultural exchange facilitated
in art-based activities and festivals, there is the capacity to shift collective
thinking and socialised, cultural norms around environmental issues18.

The Living Pavilion: a case study
The Living Pavilion was a transdisciplinary project that brought together
Indigenous knowledge, ecological science, sustainable design and
participatory arts on a temporary ecological site at the University of
Melbourne. Across seventeen days, The Living Pavilion was able to
educate and connect audiences to nature, largely through the creativeled approach and emphasis on indigenous story-telling. Over 2,000
people visited the site, where they were encouraged to connect with
the Wurundjeri place and 40,000 Kulin Nation plants through handson workshops, talks, musical and poetic performances, self-guided and
guided tours, and soundscapes that were created as a response to the
site.
By creating a natural space for creative, shared reflection and involving
participants in hands-on activities, The Living Pavilion engaged attendees

in the subject matter of Indigenous knowledge, endemic ecology and
our stewardship over it. Surveys conducted on site found that audiences
that were previously disengaged in their care for, and interest in learning
about the natural environment were able to take something away from
their experience at the Living Pavilion. Most of them indicated that their
visit increased their exposure to, and sense of connection to Indigenous
history, as well as citing the connection to nature, and opportunities to
learn in a relaxed environment as the most enjoyable aspects of their visit.

“

So, so vital – informative, subversive, grounding,
unsettling … Reading the stories and descriptions
I felt I wanted to know and act on every word!”
- quote from The Living Pavilion guestbook

Attendees were encouraged to write their comments and reflections in a
guest book on site. Comments such as “inspiring space that I have learned
so much from about Indigenous horticulture” and “I was transformed by
this space!” show how this arts-science initiative helped create a stronger
connection to the site and Indigenous culture. Further research is also
currently being conducted on the knowledge and ecological outcomes of
The Living Pavilion project.
The Living Pavilion was a co-production and collaboration with CAUL
Hub, THRIVE Hub (Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning) the
New Student Precinct of the University of Melbourne’s Parkville campus,
and CLIMARTE’s ART+CLIMATE=CHANGE 2019 Festival.

About the CAUL Hub
The Clean Air and Urban Landscapes Hub is funded by the Australian Government’s National Environmental Science ProgrammeThe Clean Air and
Urban Landscapes Hub is part of the Australian Government’s National Environmental Science Programme. The remit of the CAUL Hub is to undertake
research to support environmental quality in our urban areas. This includes research on air quality, urban greening, liveability and biodiversity, with a
focus on practical implementation of research findings. CAUL is a consortium of four universities: The University of Melbourne, RMIT University, the
University of Western Australia and the University of Wollongong.
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